
 

Branded (Gimmicks and Online Instructions) by Tim Trono
- Trick

The Painless Card Blister

"I love this! It's Amazing!"
- David Blaine

"Branded is fantastic. What a great idea! I highly recommend this."
- Keith Barry

"Branded really raises the bar! This is a drop-dead easy, incredibly convenient
handling of the card blister effect. It's a sturdy, simple, real world worker that a
pro will really use."
- Paul Harris

"Wow, what a GREAT idea. I wish I would have thought of it! Now that the perfect
method has been created for this excellent effect, I look forward to adding it to my
repertoire."
- Daryl

"This is a really hot idea. I'll take two."
- Kevin James

"Brilliant idea! Finally, a natural and sensible way to create a blister effect without
palming or fumbling in your pocket. No more hassles. No more misses. Clean
and direct. I'll take twelve for my personal use. It doesn't get much better than
this."
- Kenton Knepper

"The Blister Trick I dropped into the ocean has become a full blown tsunami."
- Jack Tillar

"Now you can set minds on fire! I really feel that Branded is the most practical
answer for this effect yet! This is a strong magical tool to carry every day and
night!"
- Jeff McBride, Las Vegas Headliner

IMAGINE: You show a painful looking blister on your thumb from your last
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attempt at this hazardous stunt. Someone selects a card and concentrates on it
while gazing into the flame of your lighter. You pinch the flame and the bubbling
blister magically morphs into the configuration of their card. In other words, the
image of their thought appears fried into the flesh of your fingertips--seared into
your sizzling skin - Branded!

This gimmick takes over where the other gimmicks left off. It's now a very
practical, easy, no-nonsense method that happens in the open, with nothing to
hide! No more pocket management. No more public displays of affection. No
more unwanted glances.

With Branded, you'll leave the room in a blaze of glory!

INCLUDES:

Online Instructions
Precision-made Gimmick.
Downloadable Instructions in Japanese, French, and Spanish.

ADVANTAGES:

No pocket work.
New design of realistic numbers and pips.
Includes gimmicks for BOTH regular and mini Bic Lighters (Bic Lighter
NOT included)

JACK TILLAR APPROVED

Download Ad Copy Translations for: French, Japanese, Spanish
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http://www.murphysmagicsupplies.com/Translations/French/BRANDED-adcopy-fr.doc
http://www.murphysmagicsupplies.com/Translations/Japanese/BRANDED-adcopy-jp.doc
http://www.murphysmagicsupplies.com/Translations/Spanish/BRANDED-adcopy-sp.doc
http://www.tcpdf.org

